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Facts and Background Materials

**Biography Resource Center** — ELECTRONIC
Hundreds of biographies of historical figures from around the world. Search by name or use the "Biographical Facts Search" to browse by nationality, ethnicity, gender, occupation, etc.

**Encyclopedia Britannica** — ELECTRONIC
The world's premiere encyclopedia at your fingertips online! Contains tens of thousands of high-quality articles providing useful background information, as well as illustrations, maps, flags, and pictures.

**Historical Statistics of the United States** — ELECTRONIC
The standard source for quantitative facts about American history from the U.S. Census Bureau, includes statistical data from 1790 to 2003, covering topics such as economics, government, demographics, religion, climate and more. Data is downloadable and customizable.

**Oxford Reference Online** — ELECTRONIC
Provides online access to hundreds of dictionaries, handbooks, and other reference materials. Search the entire database, narrow your search by subject category, or explore individual reference tools. Categories of particular interest to history students are: History, Law, Politics & Social Sciences, and Military History.

**Statistical Abstract of the United States** — ONLINE
Produced by the U.S. Census Bureau, this resource is the authoritative and comprehensive summary of statistics on the social, political, and economic organization of the United States. Link goes to current version; click button for "Earlier Editions" to gain access to editions going back to 1878.
Facts and Background Materials

**Biography Resource Center — ELECTRONIC**

Hundreds of biographies of historical figures from around the world. Search by name or use the "Biographical Facts Search" to browse by nationality, ethnicity, gender, occupation, etc.

**Encyclopedia Britannica — ELECTRONIC**

The world's premiere encyclopedia is at your fingertips online! Contains tens of thousands of high quality articles providing useful background information, as well as illustrations, maps, flags, and pictures.

**Historical Statistics of the United States — ELECTRONIC**

The standard source for quantitative facts about American history from the U.S. Census Bureau. Includes statistical data from 1790 to 2003, covering topics such as economics, government, demographics, religion, climate and more. Data is downloadable and customizable.

**Oxford Reference Online — ELECTRONIC**

Provides online access to hundreds of dictionaries, handbooks, and other reference materials. Search the entire database, narrow your search by subject category, or explore individual reference tools. Categories of particular interest to history students are: History, Law, Politics & Social Sciences, and Military History.

**Statistical Abstract of the United States — WWW**

Produced by the U.S. Census Bureau, this resource is the authoritative and comprehensive summary of statistics on the social, political, and economic organization of the United States. Links go to current version; click button for "Earlier Editions" to gain access to editions going back to 1878.

Finding Books

Searching the catalog for books and other materials concerning history:

Try an LC subject search: **World War 1914-1918 (used for World War I) World War 1939-1945 (used for World War II) United States — History**
### Facts and Background Materials

#### Biography Resource Center — ELECTRONIC

Hundreds of biographies of historical figures from around the world. Search by name or use the "Biographical Facts Search" to browse by nationality, ethnicity, gender, occupation, etc.

#### Encyclopedia Britannica — ELECTRONIC

The world's premier encyclopedia is at your fingertips online. Contains tens of thousands of high-quality articles providing useful background information, as well as illustrations, maps, flags, and pictures.

#### Historical Statistics of the United States — ELECTRONIC

The standard source for quantitative facts about American history from the U.S. Census Bureau. Includes statistical data from 1791 to 2003, covering topics such as economy, government, demographics, religion, climate, and more. Data is downloadable and customizable.

#### Oxford Reference Online — ELECTRONIC

Provides online access to hundreds of dictionaries, handbooks, and other reference materials. Search the entire database, narrow your search by subject category, or explore individual reference tools. Categories of particular interest to history students are: History, Law, Politics & Social Sciences, and Military History.

#### Statistical Abstract of the United States — WWW

Produced by the U.S. Census Bureau, this resource is the authoritative and comprehensive summary of statistics on the social, political, and economic organization of the United States. Link goes to current version; click button for "Earlier Editions" to gain access to editions going back to 1878.

### Finding Books

Searching the catalog for books and other materials concerning history:

- **World War 1914-1918** (use for World War I) World War 1918-1945 (use for World War II) United States: History
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008/09/16</td>
<td>Africana Studies</td>
<td>admin</td>
<td>Published</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008/09/16</td>
<td>Book Reviews</td>
<td>admin</td>
<td>Published</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008/09/16</td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>admin</td>
<td>Published</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008/09/16</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>admin</td>
<td>Unpublished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008/08/14</td>
<td>History</td>
<td>ipm27</td>
<td>Published</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008/09/16</td>
<td>History Topics: Vietnam War</td>
<td>admin</td>
<td>Published</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008/09/16</td>
<td>Humanities Guide</td>
<td>ipm27</td>
<td>Unpublished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008/09/16</td>
<td>Literature</td>
<td>admin</td>
<td>Published</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008/09/16</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
<td>admin</td>
<td>Published</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008/09/16</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
<td>admin</td>
<td>Published</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Categories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008/09</td>
<td>Biography Resource Center</td>
<td>Ipm27</td>
<td>Facts and Background Materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008/09</td>
<td>Encyclopedia Britannica-recomm.</td>
<td>Ipm27</td>
<td>Facts and Background Materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008/09</td>
<td>Historical Statistics of the United States</td>
<td>Ipm27</td>
<td>Facts and Background Materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008/09</td>
<td>Oxford Reference Online</td>
<td>Ipm27</td>
<td>Facts and Background Materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008/09</td>
<td>Statistical Abstract of the United States</td>
<td>Ipm27</td>
<td>Facts and Background Materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008/09</td>
<td>America: History and Life</td>
<td>Ipm27</td>
<td>Finding Articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008/09</td>
<td>CRIS</td>
<td>Ipm27</td>
<td>Finding Articles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Biography Resource Center

Hundreds of biographies of historical figures from around the world. Search by name or use the "Biographical Facts Search" to browse by nationality, ethnicity, gender, occupation, etc.
Title

Biography Resource Center

Post

Biography Resource Center — ELECTRONIC

Hundreds of biographies of historical figures from around the world. Search by name or use the "Biographical Facts Search" to browse by nationality, ethnicity, gender, occupation, etc.
Biography Resource Center

Hundreds of biographies of historical figures from around the world. Search by name or use the "Biographical Facts Search" to browse by nationality, ethnicity, gender, occupation, etc.
Facts and Background Materials

Finding Books

Searching the catalog for books and other materials concerning history:

- Try an LC subject search:
  - World War 1941-1918 (use for World War I)
  - World War 1939-1945 (use for World War II)
  - United States - History - 20th Century

- Try a keyword search:
  - Guatemala and history Middle East and conflict

- Try an author search:
  - Franklin, Benjamin
  - LeFever, Walter

[[post ID]]
Facts and Background Materials

Biography Resource Center — ELECTRONIC
Hundreds of biographies of historical figures from around the world. Search by name or use the "Biographical Facts Search" to browse by nationality, ethnicity, gender, occupation, etc.

Encyclopedia Britannica — ELECTRONIC
The world's premier encyclopedia is at your fingertips online. Contains tens of thousands of high quality articles providing useful background information, as well as illustrations, maps, flags, and pictures.

Historical Statistics of the United States— ELECTRONIC
The standard source for quantitative facts about American history from the U.S. Census Bureau, includes statistical data from 1790 to 2003, covering topics such as economics, government, demographics, religion, climate, and more. Data is downloadable and customizable.

Oxford Reference Online — ELECTRONIC
Provides online access to hundreds of dictionaries, handbooks, and other reference materials. Search the entire database, narrow your search by subject category, or explore individual reference tools. Categories of particular interest to history students are: History, Law, Politics & Social Sciences, and Military History.

Statistical Abstract of the United States — WWW
Produced by the U.S. Census Bureau, this resource is the authoritative and comprehensive summary of statistics on the social, political, and economic organization of the United States. Links go to current version; click button for "Earlier Editions" to gain access to editions going back to 1878.

Finding Books

Searching the catalog for books and other materials concerning history:

Try an LC subject search: World War 1914-1918 (use for World War I) World War 1812-1815 (use for War of 1812) United States - History
## Facts and Background Materials

The [Biography Resource Center](#) is a good resource for History.

[Biography Resource Center **]]

**[[254]]**

**[[253]]**

**[[252]]**

**[[251]]**

**[[250]]**

### Finding Books

Searching the catalog for books and other materials concerning history:

- Try an LC subject search:
  - World War 1914-1918 (use for World War I)
  - World War 1839-1845 (use for World War II)
  - United States - History - 20th Century

---

**Just the link: [[post title]]**

**Link & blurb: [[post title ***]]**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facts and Background Materials</th>
<th>Finding Newspaper Articles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finding Books</td>
<td>Finding Archival Materials &amp; Primary Sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finding Journal Articles</td>
<td>Selected Web Resources</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Facts and Background Materials**

The Biography Resource Center is a good resource for History.

**Biography Resource Center — ELECTRONIC**

Hundreds of biographies of historical figures from around the world. Search by name or use the "Biographical Facts Search" to browse by nationality, ethnicity, gender, occupation, etc.

**Encyclopedia Britannica — ELECTRONIC**

The world's premier encyclopedia is at your fingertips online! Contains tens of thousands of high quality articles providing useful background information, as well as illustrations, maps, flags, and pictures.

**Historical Statistics of the United States — ELECTRONIC**

The standard source for quantitative facts about American history from the U.S. Census Bureau includes statistical data from 1819 to 2003, covering topics such as economics, government, demographics, religion, climate and more. Data is downloadable and customizable.

**Oxford Reference Online — ELECTRONIC**

Provides online access to hundreds of dictionaries, handbooks, and other reference materials. Search the entire database, narrow your search by subject category, or explore individual reference tools. Categories of particular interest to history students are: History, Law, Politics & Social Sciences, and Military History.
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The Biography Resource Center is a good resource for History.

Biography Resource Center — ELECTRONIC
Hundreds of biographies of historical figures from around the world. Search by name or use the "Biographical Facts Search" to browse by nationality, ethnicity, gender, occupation, etc.

Biography Resource Center — ELECTRONIC
Hundreds of biographies of historical figures from around the world. Search by name or use the "Biographical Facts Search" to browse by nationality, ethnicity, gender, occupation, etc.

Encyclopedia Britannica — ELECTRONIC
The world's premiere encyclopedia is at your fingertips online! Contains tens of thousands of high quality articles providing useful background information, as well as illustrations, maps, flags, and pictures.

Historical Statistics of the United States— ELECTRONIC
The standard source for quantitative facts about American history from the U.S. Census Bureau. Includes statistical data from 1819 to 2003, covering topics such as economics, government, demographics, religion, climate and more. Data is downloadable and customizable.

Oxford Reference Online — ELECTRONIC
Provides online access to hundreds of dictionaries, handbooks, and other reference materials. Search the entire database, narrow your search by subject category, or explore individual reference tools. Categories of particular interest to history students are: History, Law, Politics & Social Sciences, and Military History.
Add Link

Name

The essential guide to Dreamweaver CS4 with CSS, Ajax, and PHP
Example: Nifty blogging software

Web Address

Example: http://wordpress.org/ — don’t forget the http://

Description

by David Powers
This will be shown when someone hovers over the link in the blogroll, or optionally below the link.

Categories

- Add New Category

All Categories
- blogroll
- AJAXBooks
- Shopping Resources
- Design Tools

Most Used
AJAX Resources on the Web

Additionally, Flash-like effects such as certain animations or drag-and-drop can be implemented on pages using AJAX. This comes in handy, as a small but significant percentage of Internet users do not have the Flash browser plugin or have an out-of-date version of the player. This can also help with certain less Flash-friendly mobile apps.

While it is still a new technology, there are already many great resources for learning AJAX. As far as books go, you can't go wrong with any of the following titles available as electronic resources through Drexel University Libraries except where noted:

{AJAX Books}

Another good place to look for AJAX-learning resources is, of course, the web. Some good web resources are listed below:

Path:

Tags

{{link category title}}}
February 19, 2009

AJAX Resources on the Web

One of many buzzwords peppering the Web 2.0 blogosphere is actually a mnemonic, “AJAX.” AJAX stands for “Asynchronous Javascript and XML.” One of the most notable features of AJAX, which is basically an extension of Javascript, is the XMLHttpRequest object. This object can talk to other pages on the server, written in PHP, ASP, and other languages to retrieve data and display it dynamically on a page. AJAX has opened many doors to web developers, allowing data to be easily refreshed without refreshing a page itself.

Additionally, Flash-like effects such as certain animations or drag-and-drop can be implemented on pages using AJAX. This comes in handy, as a small but significant percentage of Internet users do not have the Flash browser plugin or have an out-of-date version of the player. This can also help with certain less Flash-friendly mobile apps.

While AJAX is still new technology, there are already many great resources for learning AJAX. As far as books go, you can't go wrong with any of the following titles (available as electronic resources through Drexel University Libraries except where noted):

- The essential guide to Dreamweaver CS4 with CSS, Ajax, and PHP - by David Powers
- AJAX: the definitive guide - by Anthony T. Holdener
- Beginning AJAX - by Chris Ummer and Lucinda Dykes
- AJAX Bible - by Steve Holzner
- Beginning AJAX with PHP: from novice to professional - by Lee Beale
- Professional AJAX - by Nicholas C. Zea, Jeremy McPeak, Joe Fawcett [EBOOK]

Another good place to look for AJAX-learning resources is, of course, the web. Some good web resources are listed below:

- W3Schools AJAX Tutorial - simple, straightforward. You are expected to come to this with a grasp of HTML and Javascript, however.
- How to Learn AJAX in 20 minutes - a quick, short tutorial to get your feet wet with AJAX and its interaction with PHP. This is a good place to go for some quick understanding of the
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One of many buzzwords peppering the Web 2.0 blogosphere is actually a mnemonic, “AJAX.” AJAX stands for “Asynchronous Javascript and XML.” One of the most notable features of AJAX, which is basically an extension of JavaScript, is the XMLHttpRequest object. This object can talk to other pages on the server, written in PHP, ASP, and other languages to retrieve data and display it dynamically on a page. AJAX has opened many doors to web developers, allowing data to be easily refreshed without refreshing a page itself.

Additionally, Flash-like effects such as certain animations or drag-and-drop can be implemented on pages using AJAX. This comes in handy, as a small but significant percentage of Internet users do not have the Flash browser plugin or have an out-of-date version of the player. This can also help with certain less Flash-friendly mobile apps.

While it is still a new technology, there are already many great resources for learning AJAX. As far as books go, you can’t go wrong with any of the following titles (available as electronic resources through Drexel University Libraries except where noted):

- **The essential guide to Dreamweaver CS4 with CSS, Ajax, and PHP** - by David Powers
- **AJAX: the definitive guide** - by Anthony T. Hoilender
- **Beginning AJAX** - by Chris Lien and Lucinda Dykes
- **AJAX Bible** - by Steve Holzner
- **Beginning AJAX with PHP: from novice to professional** - by Lee Bejan
- **Professional AJAX** - by Nicholas C. Zeilas, Jeremy McPeak, Joe Fawcett [DOOH]

Another good place to look for AJAX-learning resources is, of course, the web. Some good web resources are listed below:

- **W3Schools AJAX Tutorial** - simple, straightforward. You are expected to come to this with a grasp of HTML and JavaScript, however.
- **How to Learn AJAX in 20 minutes** - a quick, short tutorial to get your feet wet with AJAX and its interaction with PHP. This is a good place to go for some quick understanding of the
• Firefox extensions
• Implementing improved plugins across all blogs/research guides
  – Extend information
  – Ease of editing/correction
  – Encourage addition of new content by editors
  – Encourage commenting/user participation